The majority of problems afforded by Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques have a combinatorial nature, showing an exponential explosion of the search space. Such problems are often addressed with algorithms that have a common goal: the effective exploration of huge state spaces. Solving these problems with reasonable performance is often both a challenging and crucial task, because feasible or optimal decisions often depend on a non-trivial combination of various factors. Moreover, many algorithms developed in one research area are often applicable (with the needed modifications) to other problems, or can be hybridised with techniques in other areas to improve the performance of existing solutions. Cross-fertilising areas, so to merge the viewpoints of different communities that try to solve similar problems, can result in faster development of effective solutions.
Over recent years, research in AI has increasingly focused on experimental evaluation of algorithms, on the development of suitable methodologies for experimentation and analysis, in the study of languages and in the implementation of effective systems for the definition and solution of real world problems. Scope of the workshop is fostering the cross-fertilisation of ideas stemming from different areas, proposing benchmarks for new challenging problems, comparing models and algorithms from an experimental viewpoint, and, in general, comparing different approaches with respect to efficiency, problem modeling, and ease of development.
Since the 2005 edition, the RCRA workshops have focused on the theme of algorithms in AI, proposing benchmarks to compare them and study their efficiency through experimental evaluation. These meetings have reached the objective to put together researchers coming from AI fields as diverse as constraint satisfaction, machine learning, logic languages, (quantified) satisfiability, planning and scheduling, just to name a few. The event has gained more and more interest, first from the Italian community, then from the international one. During the years, the success of the workshop series have led RCRA to became a major forum for exchanging ideas and proposing experimentation methodologies for algorithms in AI.
Starting from 2007, after each workshop edition, a special issue of a major International journal is published with extended and revised versions of the best papers, with a second round of fresh reviews involving additional reviewers having the goal of meeting the standard of journal publications and accept only the best submissions.
Concerning the 2017 edition, twelve papers were presented at RCRA 2017. After the workshop, the authors had the possibility to submit extended versions of their papers for possible publication in this special issue. After two further rounds of reviews, the following five papers were selected:
• 
